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EducLang Conference



5 Strands of 

EducLang

�Area 1: Technology and language 
teaching and learning
�Area 2: French as a second language in 

Canadian schools
�Area 3: Equity in English as a second 

language
�Area 4: Multilingual settings, 

interculturalism and French as the 
language of education.
�Area 5: Training of French as a second 

language teachers



What were 
the barriers

before?

Grant, R. & Wong, S. (2003). Barriers to literacy for language- minority  learners: An argument for change in the 
literacy education profession. Journal of Adult and Adolescent Literacy (JAAL), 46(5), 386-394.



We argued for 
a change in the 
literacy 
profession…

�Technocratic approaches that 
ignore “savage inequalities” in 
education 
�“a one-size fits all” approach 
with mono-lingual English 
speakers as the norm



5 Barriers to literacy
1) Xenophobic English-only movements

2) Limitations of resources and personnel 

3) Controversies concerning bilingual education

4) Lack of agreement concerning type of services 
English language learners should receive

5) Cultural and linguistic deficit models

Consider:

Are these

5

barriers

still 

relevant 

today?

Grant, R. & Wong, S. (2003). Barriers to literacy for language- minority  learners: An argument for change in the 

literacy education profession. Journal of Adult and Adolescent Literacy (JAAL), 46(5), 386-394.



1)  Literacy Programs of study should include second language 

acquisition, ESL methods, cross linguistic transfer and the study of 

culture.  

2)  Include second language literacy in all reading methods courses.

3)  Provide clinical experiences for reading specialists that involve 

English language learners.  

4)  Become strong advocates for biliteracy.

5.  Work to change tests and testing practices that disadvantage children 

from nonnative English speaking backgrounds.

6.  Engage in collaborative research of literacy and ESL education faculty 

on second language reading.  

7.  Reexamine personal and professional attitudes about teaching 

language-minority learners.

7
Recommendations

Grant, R. & Wong, S. (2003). Barriers to literacy for language- minority  learners: An argument for change in the 

literacy education profession. Journal of Adult and Adolescent Literacy (JAAL), 46(5), 386-394.



5 barriers 

still relevant

today

�In addition, undocumented
students and students from 
mixed immigration status 
families face numerous 
obstacles…



Raids 

Deport-
ations

Detention

Photo credit:
http://inthesetimes.com/article/18140/locking-up-immigrant-kids
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Current 
Situation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3xmqxoHu9k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3xmqxoHu9k


Militarizing 
the border

TIME Photo-Illustration. Photographs by Getty Images



Current 
Situation

https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/20/politics/trump-separation-
action-immigration/index.html

https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/20/politics/trump-separation-action-immigration/index.html


The DREAM 
Act 
(Development, 
Relief and 
Education for 
Alien Minors.) 





New Barriers
in

Anti-
Immigrant

Times



Recommendations
&

Suggestions

1) becoming aware of the realities that 
immigrant students face 

https://adrikyser.com/becoming-aware-conversation-head/



Recommendations
&

Suggestions

2) adopting a problem posing or dilemmas 
approach that enables teachers to support 
undocumented students facing adverse 
circumstances

http://littletonpublicschools.net/lpsf/grants-lps-teachers



United We Dream
largest immigrant 
rights organization
https://unitedwedrea
m.org/

� https://unitedwedream.org/



Reality

?

JUST, Liberation



Connection
& 

Closing

� http://madewithangus.com/portfolio/equality-vs-equity/



Q & A
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Thank you.
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